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BOOKS AND READING

A RE people today making the most of their read-
ing opportunities?

Dr. Johnson, the Titan of 18th century English
literature, disposed of non-readers in a single scathing
sentence: "Those who do not read can have nothing
to think, and little to say."

This judgment seems harsh today, and perhaps it
would be more accurate to say that for those who read
life is richer, more prosperous, and altogether more
enjoyable . . . a belief which thousands of Canadians
hold.

No statistics are available as to the exact number of
books sold last year in Canada, but the general picture
of mounting sales and larger editions is an indication
that reading is becoming increasingly a habit in this
country.

Why do people read? What are they reading? And
what do they hope to find? The four main reasons are:
to increase general learning; to add to knowledge of
a specific subject; to impress others (a lesser reason,
but still a motivating one); or for pleasure.

Whatever the reason may be, in reading books
people find a magic carpet that can transport them to
new fields of adventure, science, history, business
achievement and romance.

Reading matter was scarce and expensive in the
days of our ancestors; today books are plentiful and
cheap. If you ordered a copy of Hugh MacLennan’s
Two Solitudes printed in Babylonian style on clay
bricks, trucks would drive up to your door with about
2,000 bricks, enough to build a wall 10 feet high and
70 feet long. Instead, you may sit down with its 370
pages bound in a cover 81X inches by 5½ inches,
weighing only a fraction over 20 ounces.

Book Clubs and Best Sellers

That more and more people in this age are spending
their leisure time in reading is shown not only by
mounting sales and many editions, but by steadily

increasing library circulation and wide distribution
by the book clubs.

The battle of the book clubs has been going on for
some years; in fact, almost since 1926, the year Harry
Scherman, a Canadian by birth, started the Book-of-
the-Month Club and thus initiated a whole new system
of distributing literature. There have been many
debates about the advantages and disadvantages of
the book-a-month system. Whether the clubs, and
there are many of them today, catering to all types of
reader, have raised or lowered the reading tastes of
the public, whether the choices are based on literary
merit or on some more spectacular aspects; whether
peoples’ tastes are being formed for them m and not
in the best way; the fact remains that more people are
reading more books -- and books they probably
would not have read if it were not for the wide cover-
age of the clubs.

In Canada and in the United States, with our vast
distances between communities, many of us are far
from a book store or a library. Even in towns of several
thousand population the only reading material may be
a small and dusty stock of reprint fiction, mixed in
with toothbrushes, chocolate bars and carpet tacks.
For many people, the book clubs fill an important
place in their cultural lives, in spite of critical com-
ment.

There are raised eyebrows over "best sellers" too.
The phrase "best seller" strikes no new note today;
it is a part of our everyday speech. But it is little more
than fifty years ago, that Harry Thurston Peck, then
editor of the literary magazine The Bookman, picked
the first best seller list in America. The early lists
were random affairs, simply published in the magazine
as sketchy reports came from a few dealers. Then, as
popular interest grew, the lists were extended to in-
clude more and more stores. Today they give a com-
prehensive picture of what people are reading all over
this continent.

The movies, thousands of dollars in prize contests,
the book clubs and shrewd publicity have all done
their share in blowing up the best seller to larger



than life size. But it is undeniable that best sellers are
still achieved only through public approval. Whether
a book gives peace of mind in troubled times, vicari-
ous adventure, romance, or information, if enough
people want to read it, it will inevitably end up in the
best seller class.

Besides the sky-rocket type of temporary best seller,
there is another kind m the "cumulative" best seller,
that keeps on adding readers and buyers over the
years, and there are more of these than of the passing
fad big sellers. This group is composed mainly of
classics m Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels, Defoe’s
Robinson Crusoe, Dickens’ Oliver Twist, and of course,
Shakespeare, in whose works there is a never-dying
interest.

Ruskin divided books into two classes: "the books
of the hour, and the books of all time." Into this latter
category must go the perennial best seller, one of
what we have called the cumulative type, the Bible.
In Golden Multitudes, Frank Luther Mott estimates a
total sale of 200,000,000 copies, and says "it is proba-
ble that there was never a year in American history in
which the Bible did not excel the next-best seller."

The Great Books

In 1887 Sir John Lubbock wrote a refreshing little
book called The Pleasures of Life, in which he started
the interesting pastime of making book lists, with his
selection of "100 Best Books."

It has been said jokingly that the great books are
those that everyone recommends and nobody reads
or those everyone says he intends to read and never
does. Nevertheless, as Professor Mortimer J. Adler
tells us in How To Read a Book, it is mainly the classics
that are most widely read. Gone With the Wind,
which, in the dozen years after its publication had
sold 3,579,000 copies in the English edition, and
1,250,000 copies in foreign languages, has had rela-
tively few readers as compared to the plays of Shakes-
peare.

Some people think the great books are too heavy
and too difficult to be readable, and as a result never
attempt them. If they did not shy away from the very
names of Plato, Milton, Montaigne and Tolstoi, they
would find that these and many other writers are
popular, not pedantic. They wrote for men, not for
professors. They concerned themselves with problems
of their times, but their conclusions are just as applic-
able to living today. The fundamental human problems
have not changed -- men are still concerned with
happiness, success, truth and justice.

The great books may be read with pleasure at
different levels of understanding. For example the
child reading Gulliver’s Travels, or Robinson Crusoe
does so with a surface enjoyment of the story, while
an adult mind can appreciate the significance and
satire.

In latter years there has been much talk of "escape"
literature, a term generally used in a deprecating way
by readers and reviewers alike. Is escapism such a

crime? Does not all general reading qualify in some
respects as escapism, whether it is light romantic
fiction, or a popular scientific disquisition? If it
affords the reader an outlet from the routine of life
and from everyday worries, then it may be called
escape reading, and let no one be ashamed of it.

Reading as a pastime is unique in that it requires
no expensive equipment, no partners, no physical
endurance, and it offers something for everyone,
whether interested in modern poetry or ancient
philosophy, art or atomic energy. For those who
want to dip very lightly into learning, there are the
anthologies, a small number of good ones over-
whelmed by a large number of others. Anthologies
often lull the unsuspecting reader into a false sense
of familiarity with great writers; it is well to remem-
ber that even a good anthology is but a skimming of
literature, merely a sip to tell the reader whether he
likes a writer well enough to drink deeply.

Canadian Literature

I.n all the great wealth of literature, what part does
Canada play? According to William Arthur Deacon,
then president of the Canadian Authors Association,
in an address last November, "with unimportant ex-
ceptions, every important Canadian book has been
written within the past 70 years, the great majority
within the past 25 years. A single year’s production
now outweighs, in volume and merit, that of any
decade before 1920."

Canada rose to new prominence during the Second
World War, and Canadians gained confidence in
themselves in all fields, .including that of literature.
In the years since 1942, the problem has been to find
enough good books by Canadians to meet the demand
of the public, and to produce enough copies to fill
orders; whereas 25 years ago, not 2 p.er cent of the
books bought by Canadians were written by Cana-
dians, Mr. Deacon reports~ ....

Canada is now producing 100 works of general
literature annually, including some of international
importance. Sometimes Canadian books outsell im-
ports in the home market. An example of this is
The Owl Pen by Kenneth McNeill Wells. This story
of his experiences as a newspaperman who turned
small farmer led the sale of non-fiction in Canada for
four consecutive months.

Canadian literature, says Mr. Deacon, "has com-
menced to express the soul of a people just awaken-
ed to the fact that it has a soul to express ~ a dis-
tinct and unique soul ~ and that it must solve its
own problems on its own terms."

Though Canadian literature is in its infancy, the
child is a healthy one and shows great promise. It
does not challenge the much older literature of
Europe, but for a country of Canada’s population the
advance is outstanding.

Writers here get very little help from anyone. The
Governor-General’s Annual Literary Awards bring
honour to the winners, but no cash reward. Apart



from the David Awards in Quebec, no Dominion or
Provincial government gives Canadian writers any-
thing at all. There are no fellowships, no grants, nor
even much encouragement. The Canadian Authors
Association, kept alive for the past 27 years by the
voluntary work of members, could do a great deal
to foster writing and spread a love of Canadian litera-
ture if it were adequately supported. It offers an oppor-
tunity to someone who would like to become a patron
of the Arts.

For many years Canadian writers have been climbing
a long uphill path to recognition, and in some cases
to fame. In 1927, when Mazo de la RocheCwon the
$10,000 Atlantic Monthly Prize with her novel Jalna,
the achievement was so sensational for a Canadian
Writer that the city of Toronto gave her a public
banquet. In later years, honours were more usual.
The first edition of Franklin Davey McDowell~ The
Champlain Road ran out in two weeks with one day’s
sales reaching nearly 700 copies. Gwethalyn Gra¢-
ham’s Earth and High Heaven is circulating in 10 lan-
guages other than English. Gabrielle Roy,Va native of
St. Boniface, Manitoba, was elected a member of the
Royal Society of Canada, and her novel The Tin Flute,
won the Prix Femina Vie Heureuse (Paris) for the
year’s most distinguished novel by a woman. Bruce
Itutchison s The Unknown Country and Hugh MacLen-

, ¯ if"nan s Two Solitudes entered best-sellerdom at home
and received acclaim abroad.

Perhaps one of the best known and best loved
characters in Canadian fiction is Anne oJ Green Gables.
The first book of this series by Mrs. L. M. Monty
gomery, a native of Prince Edward Island, was pub~
lished by L. C. Page and Company of Boston in 1908,
and immediately began a long career of popularity
not only among the teen-age girls it was written for
but among their elders. Mark Twain said that Anne
was "the dearest and most moving and delightful
child since Alice in Wonderland", and many thou-
sands have agreed with him. In a recent study made
in the children’s section of the St. Paul, Minnesota,
Public Library, Anne of Green Gables ranked 1 lth in
a list of 100 all-time favourites picked by children
themselves.

It may seem mundane to drag the matter of dollars
and cents into the sacred hails of literature, but be-
sides the prestige that Canadian writers win for
Canada they also bring in handsome sums of United
States dollars. Unlike other exporters, they do not
have to send away our physical resources. Mr. Deacon
points out that Canada has three novelists each of whom
has taken in one-quarter of a million dollars from a
single book, and he tells us that the more successful
Canadian writers derive 75 per cent to 80 per cent of
their income from the American market. A sore point
with Canadian writers is that a 4 per cent surtax is
charged on book royalties as "unearned income".

Publishing in Canada

Considering that books have been published com-
mercially in Canada for fewer than 100 years, and that
only within the past 30 years has publishing developed

into an important industry, with most of the growth
taking place during the past 10 years, Canada’s record
is one to be proud of.

Canadian publishers have done much to encourage
and develop Canadian literature. Before 1914, the
majority of all books sold in this country were im-
ported. Canadian publishing did not exceed 15 per
cent of the total. Today, since our small population
does not warrant large editions for the Canadian
market alone, the usual practice is for publishers to
put out their own Canadian books as well as English
and American titles originally published by firms they
represent.

French-language writers

In the field of French-Canadian literature great
advances have been made. Mason Wade, in French
Canadian Outlook, published in 1946, says that until
recently most French-Canadian books were devoted
to "glorifying the good old days of the French regime,
and the obsolescent, patriarchal, rural world, un-
touched by alien influences." This, he says, was in-
evitable, as their authors were the privileged 61ite. The
revolution in French-Canadian literature is shown in
Ringuet’sVThirty Acres, a realistic, not romantic, pic-
ture of rural life, and in Roger Lemelin’sv The Town
Below, a satire of city life and industrial workers. The
latter won for the young author the French Academy’s
French-Language Prize, the David Award, and a Gug-
genheim Fellowship.

Mr. Wade compares the present literature of French
Canada with that of American literature in the 1840’s
and 1850’s, when American writers ceased imitating
the English, and began writing books that were their
own in theme, treatment and style. Canadians of the
new generation who write in the French language
are making an effort to throw off the bonds of tra-
ditionalism and to produce a literature which is essen-
tially Canadian.

After the fall of France in 1940, Montreal became
the centre of world trade in French-language books.
An export market was immediately open, for, with the
occupation of France and Belgium by the Nazis, the
French reading public of the world was cut off from
its chief source of supply. According to a bulletin
issued by the Department of External Affairs, before
the end of the war Canadian publishers were exporting
French-language publications to 35 countries.

What to Read

In his address at the Autumn Convocation at Queen’s
University in 1947 Dr. W. E. McNeill quoted a Report
by Sir William Fyfe, Principal of Aberdeen and
Chairman of the Advisory Council on Education in
Scotland: "To fail in mathematics or Latin is to be
deficient in these subjects; to fail in English is to be
fundamentally uneducated."

Education is within reach of those who have the
gumption to get it. It is to be found in books in public
libraries, in pamphlets and magazines, and in the
library, large or small, which every family should have.



As to what to read, there may be as many answers as
there are persons and situations, but no reading that
gives background information is lost. Dick Freeman
started by reading a dictionary from cover to cover,
and ended up as "Edgar Wallace", author of best-
selling detective stories. John Wanamaker read the
dictionary of evenings, and became a great store-
keeper millionaire: Daniel Webster read the dic-
tionary and became the leading orator of his age;
William Pitt, Earl of Chatham, read a dictionary
through twice.

It may not be universally good advice to read the
dictionary: as Bill Nye said, "it hasn’t much plot, but
the author’s vocabulary is wonderfuL" The point is
that when men can tackle such reading and profit
by it there is no excuse for not reading many lighter
volumes.

If you want to make the most of reading, whether
of great books or modern educational books, build a
plan. The story is told by Dr. Donald A. Laird in
The Technique oJ Getting Things Done of how Edison
read straight through 15 feet of books before a libra-
rian put him on the right path. Young Edison had
started at one end of a public library shelf and worked
his way along, book by book. After being shown how
to plot his course through literature, he became one
of the best informed scientists of his time.

Books For Young People

The tastes of most people in literature, as in other
things, set fairly early in life, and in essentials do not
alter. In youth, the tastes are more catholic, and minds
are more receptive to new ideas and new forms. It is
well worth conscious effort to maintain this attitude
in later years, for the results are many, and often
unexpected. On a first meeting with modern poetry,
for instance, some people may dismiss it in bewilder-
ment; but put previous prejudices away and try again,
and you may feel as uplifted as Keats’ "watcher of the
skies, when a new planet swims into his ken".

Because reading tastes are moulded in early life,
much care should be taken to see that children are
exposed to good books. In a brief issued this year the
Canadian Welfare Council remarked that reading
facilities in Canada for young people are inadequate
in most places. Libraries have little money to spend,
and, as the brief states, "in 1942, only 39 libraries in
all of Canada reported to the Dominion Bureau of
Statistics that they had any co-operative relations with
youth organizations."

The Council went on to recommend the expendi-
ture of larger amounts of money by municipal, county,
provincial and federal governmental bodies, and said:
"we must continue to make more interesting and
attractive the libraries and other centres from which
books are obtained. Young people must be assisted
and guided in the development of the ’library habit’."

On Having Your Own Books

To supplement the public library, for pure enjoy-
ment and the pride of possessing books, building a
library is a great satisfaction. In these inflated times,
even the most eager reader cannot echo Erasmus when
he said: "When I get a little money, I buy books; and
if any is left, I buy food and clothes." But the building
of a small and useful library can start in a very modest
way.

Popular reprint editions of classics in fiction and
non-fiction, economics, history and philosophy are
available for small sums. The Department of Agricul-
ture in Ottawa willingly supplies literature useful to
farmers, and other Dominion and Provincial govern-
ment departments issue many booklets on a variety of
subjects free or for a few cents. Many industries issue
well-written pamphlets, free from advertising, on
some form of Canadian life, as for example Northern
Electric Company’s Forward With Canada. Even in the
most remote rural areas, the mail-order catalogue need
not be the only reading material available.

It is a good idea to buy books carefully selected to
do what you want them to do. The very presence of a
well-chosen shelf of books is elevating to the spirit,
and the handiness of books will make it easy to fill
in an evening, or a half-hour before bed, or a quarter-
hour while waiting for dinner, or five minutes waiting
for a favourite radio programme. It is amazing how
short periods of reading the right things add up to
worthwhile educational achievement.

Pocket-sized books can give city workers a good
background of reading in a year. Take an average
of 30 minutes in street car or train (many commu-
ters to Toronto and Montreal spend as long as 11~
hours in travel twice daily), and it means the equiva-
lent, even with a fortnight vacation, of 37 eight-hour
days of reading. Much can be done with that, whether
you like to read Shakespeare or Dale Carnegie, The
Origin oJ Species, or Swinburne.

In fact m to quote Dr. Laird again -- "I am too busy
to read" is the alibi of those who cultivate their own
illiteracy and keep behind the stream of progress.

What should your goal be? Well, it might be to
give yourself the equivalent in background of a uni-
versity curriculum, or to promote your business
interests, or to be ready to write books upon your
retirement, or to be prepared to sit behind a massive
desk ten years from now, and hold up your end with
men who didn’t have to try nearly so hard for the
knowledge you have gained for yourself.

To those who know the pleasures and uses of read-
ing, hours alone are never lonely, and conversation
with others need not be idle or empty. Christopher
Morley strikes a happy note in Parnassus on Wheels:
"When you sell a man a book you don’t sell him just
twelve ounces of paper and ink and glue m you sell
him a whole new life. Love and friendship and humor
and ships at sea by night -- there’s all heaven and
earth in a book, a real book, I mean".
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